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I offer this discussion, grounded in Robert Crouse’s treatment of faith and reason
generally, and especially his treatments of this relation in Augustine and the
Platonic Tradition,2 Aquinas and Aristotle, together with some of my own work on
the character of the agent intellect in Aquinas, as the conclusion of my seminar for
2012-13. It undertook a rereading of the first forty-five questions of Summa
theologiae,3 using my book on the subject and scholarship subsequent to its
publication, much of it by me. We considered the rise to the simplicity of the first
principle (1.3)4 from the perception of motion (1.2.3), and the subsequent
emanation to and return out ever more greatly divided multiplicities by way of a
series of circular logics: 1) the movement of the divine essence upon itself in the
first moment of the de deo uno (1.3-1.11). In its second moment, we considered 2)
the divine operations of knowing, loving, and power which return to their
principium, the divine essence, by way of the knowledge happiness human and
divine requires (1.13-1.26). Moving outward to the de deo trino, we considered 3) the
formation of three infinite divine subsistences by the natural and necessary
processions of the internal operations in the form of the opposed relations of
knower and known, lover and beloved, and return from the attributes of the
essence which disclose these subsistences back to the essence (the “emanation”
and circumcession of the Trinity, 1.27-1.43). 4) Finally we considered multiple
subsistences again formed by the relation to, as distinguished from a relation in,
the essence, that is, the creation of multiple varied subsistences as together a
similitude of the divine essence under the opposed relati0n of given and accepted
power outside the divinity (the “emanation” of Creation 1.44-1.45); the completion
of the circle back to the source from creatures ultimately takes the remainder of
the three parts of the Summa.
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This logic requires that “the method, necessity, and accomplishment of
questions 2 to 45 of the Summa theologiae is to understand God from the
perspective of creatures and creatures from the perspective of God.” Seeing how
this is and can be so involves the relation of faith, or gracious revelation, and the
light of reason, or philosophy. Faith provides the perspective from above and
philosophy the perspective from below. However, following Crouse, it is crucial
that these are not relations between revealed religion and philosophy (or not
primarily these relations), but matters of the structure and possibility of the
philosophical sciences, including theology, themselves. Thus they become
generally the question of the relation of givenness and reflexivity, or, in the
Aristotelian tradition (and its Neoplatonic extensions), the question of abstraction
and the agency by which it is enabled.
I propose in this paper to present you with some texts the discussion of
which will, I hope, advance our reflection on these most difficult matters.
1.
Robert treated these questions from the beginning of his academic publishing
and there is scarcely one of his papers which is not relevant to them. A first
publication (1956) was for A Scholastic Miscellany edited by Eugene Fairweather. In
it Robert translated and annotated an excerpt from the Disputed Questions on Faith
by a 13th-century Master General of the Franciscans, Matthew of Aquasparta, as to
whether objects of faith can also be proved by reason. In a note he explains the
complementarity of nature and grace in a way which he ascribes to both Matthew
and Aquinas, despite important differences of mode. The principles of this
complementarity will be Robert’s own throughout his teaching:
Man’s intellectual operations, as image (imago) [of God], are dependent upon
divine illumination, but such operations must not be described as supernatural
or miraculous….They are natural in the sense that the very nature (ratio) of the
image requires that it receive divine illumination to perform its proper function:
this is in accord with the nature of the creature. (Cf. the position of Aquinas:
“Because man’s nature is dependent upon a higher nature, natural knowledge is
not sufficient for its perfection, and some supernatural knowledge is
necessary”.)5
This might seem to be a peculiarity of the Augustinian doctrine of grace, which,
on the matter had recently been clarified by the researches of Henri de Lubac
exposing that neither Augustine nor Aquinas held a doctrine of “pure nature”.6 We
must prescind from the natural - supernatural distinction which philosophy will not
develop until Iamblichus (250-330), just before St Basil of Caesarea (330-379), who
5
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was born in the year Iamblichus died, gave us μεταφυσικ as part of the same
distinguishing between what is natural and what is beyond it taking place in this
period.7 These ways of looking at the structure of reality must not determine our
view of Aquinas or of Aristotle.
Aquinas understands Aristotle to maintain that our knowledge of God is a
certain participation in the divine self-knowing. Although Aquinas’ teaching about
how we know intellectual substances is not identical with that of Aristotle,8 this
doctrine Aquinas correctly finds in the Metaphysics as well as in the Nicomachean
Ethics, and he takes it to be the condition of metaphysics as knowledge of divinity.9
Two points are essential here. First and foremost, for neither Aristotle nor Aquinas is
human thinking its only or its highest form, and our thinking, both absolutely and of
higher forms, is dependent on the higher form or forms (it is a “participation” in
intellect, nous, which is not properly ours). No full consideration of the principles of
human knowing in Aristotle can succeed without clarity on this point.
Second, for Aquinas, participation in the divine knowing is required both for the
lumen naturalis rationis and the lumen divinae revelationis, and this is so in their
separation. For Aquinas, following Aristotle mediated by Moses Maimonides, five
reasons exhibit the weakness of the investigations of human reason and show why
we need another source of knowing than philosophy (1.1.1), but, to repeat, it is
altogether essential that the human participation in God’s knowing is not only by
way of scriptural revelation, rather “this natural light of reason is a certain
participation of the divine light.”10
When, fifty years later (2007), dealing with the relation of Descartes to
Augustine, and of each of them to modernity, Robert reverted to Matthew of
Aquasparta and reiterates his position, making it in opposition to James Doull`s
assertion that “the genius of Descartes…is that he begins to give the Augustinian
philosophy a properly philosophical form; that is, to show it in its independence
from the religious form which it has in Augustine.”11 This time Crouse writes again of
Aquinas and relates the need of the human mind for its two-fold but diverse
participations in the divine thinking to the relation between the sciences:
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But is this really a remaking of the Augustinian philosophy? Does it not rather
depend upon a rejection of the fundamental principles of the Augustinian
position, which would indicate precisely the folly of such independent reason,
and insist upon the beginning in faith: “for the eye of man’s mind does not focus
in so excellent a light, unless strengthened by the justice of faith”. Would not the
rational independence of the Cartesian position depend upon the distinctions
between philosophy and theology advanced first by St. Thomas Aquinas, and
vigorously opposed by such Augustinians as Bonaventure and Matthew of
Aquasparta? Does not the Cartesian autonomy of philosophy depend upon the
radical separation of philosophical and theological sciences, between physics
and metaphysics, which are the Scotist response to the Averroist crisis of the
thirteenth century? Is not the inward isolation of Descartes more that of some
late medieval mystics than the interiority of St. Augustine?12
2.
Robert’s interconnection of the structures of revelation with those of reason
comes out repeatedly in his insistence on the ways in which the pagan, Jewish, and
Christian, and the Hellenic and Hebrew, blend and the ways in which they
complement each other, and his refusal of the extremely dangerous Semitic –
Hellenic paradigms and oppositions. He takes this path from the beginning with his
work on justitia in Anselm (1958) but it continues with the essay on the
Hellenization of Christianity (1962) and concludes with his beautiful analysis of the
Liber Sapientiae (2004). Underlying this is work on the Septuagint, Philo Judaeus,
and the Wisdom of Solomon with their massive and determinative influences on
Patristic and mediaeval Christianity. However, we must relegate this to the sidelines
and return to the question of the relation of the Aristotelian sciences.
Although the centre of this consideration takes him forward from Philo to
Aquinas and Albert and backward to Aristotle himself, it is important that Robert
began again with Augustine and his assimilation to the Greek Fathers under the
auspices of the Neoplatonic structures of Eriugena’s thought. There, “the authority of
the Sacred Books and the reason of philosophy stand in no ultimate opposition,
having a common source in the Divine Logos, who enlightens every man; they have
also a common end and common good in the intellectual vision of God.”13 His
question is as to the source and meaning of the formula “philosophia ancilla
theologiae”, for which the locus classicus is Philo, in Aquinas and Albert. They get it
from Aristotle, and, thus, crucially for them, the relation between philosophical
science and Biblical wisdom is modelled on and derived from the relations between
the subordinate sciences and theology in Aristotle. By this route we return to the
participation in divine intellectus on which human reasoning depends.
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Thomas and Albert get it directly and explicitly from the source. Aristotle’s
use of it thus remains important:
[H]e observes that the science of the end, or of the good must be principal, and
that the other sciences, as “handmaids” (
α ) may not contradict it but must
serve and obey. This highest science, or wisdom, is theology—the divine science,
ε α τ ε ιστ μ , which appropriately belongs to God alone, or at least to God
principally.14
Robert found it “important to emphasize”, not only for the sake of getting the
history right, but because it expressed his own conviction, that:
[F]or St. Thomas and St. Albert…the primary reference of the concept…[is]the
relationship which obtains between the particular philosophical sciences and
theology, whether theology takes the form of metaphysics, or the form which it
has in sacred doctrine, deriving its principles from revelation. Theologia for
these doctors, though double in form, is radically one; for it is in the first place
that wisdom according to which God knows himself, and in that self-knowing
knows all things. But, since, as Aristotle remarks, “the divine power cannot be
jealous”, we are given to share in that divine science, not indeed as our
possession, but sicut aliquid ab eo mutuatum.15
Robert’s conclusion gave a common structure to the relation of the given
and the reasoned in the philosophies within the Hellenic tradition.
In the meeting, conflict, and mutual enrichment of cultures which characterized
much of the history of Medieval thought and institutions, perhaps no question
was more important for philosophy than that of defining its own role, that of
scientific reason, in relation to traditions of divinely revealed, prophetic,
knowledge. Inevitable difficulty lay in the fact that philosophy, in its Aristotelian
form, presented itself as “divine science”, and could hardly confine itself to the
limited scope of refining exegetical techniques in the interpretation of sacred
scriptures. At its highest, metaphysical, level, it constituted a theology, rationally
demonstrated, which might be compared with the sacred doctrine
authoritatively delivered in the scriptures of the several religions. The
relationship between these theologies, variously worked out by philosophers in
each of the religious traditions, often in significant cultural interdependence,
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was, and continues to be, of the utmost importance for the religious and
intellectual life of those communities. 16
3.
Identifying the fundamental structure of philosophy as one of reception or
givenness, on the one hand, and complete explication or reflection, on the other, is
Robert’s great and characteristic contribution to the question of the relation 0f faith
and reason. He writes of Boethius, both his Consolation of Philosophy, giving the
Platonism common to Christians and pagans, and his Theological Tractates,
concerning the Christian doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation. They both
proceed from faith:
Just as the argument of the Consolatio begins from true opinion (vera sententia)
and proceeds from that minima scintillula to understanding, so the arguments of
the Tractates move from the correct (i.e. “universal”) beliefs to logical
explication.17
Thus, in his fides quaerens intellectum, as in that of Eriugena and the other early
scholastics, “faith is the preliminary form of a knowledge which the philosopher
attempts to establish by necessary reasons.”18 The method of Boethius is “the
logical explication of received (i.e. universal”) beliefs, and the explication is itself
the demonstration, conjoining faith and reason.”19 In his last academic writings
Robert will continue to argue that this conjuncture of faith and reason is not only
genuinely a form of philosophy, but indeed is necessary to philosophy. He will
maintain this in opposition to James Doull. Thus Robert wrote:
in the ancient world theology was not a peculiarly Christian enterprise…, all
philosophy was in the end theology, inasmuch as it sought an understanding of
that first principle of thought and being which might be referred to variously as
the Good, or the One, or ho theos; and the other philosophical sciences were as
handmaids to the highest science, or wisdom, in which they would seek their
unity, coherence and certainty. [The philosophical] itinerary was the movement
from belief, through the discursive reason of scientia, to the unified intellectual
grasp of principle in sapientia.20
This is easily identified by him as the Augustinian and the Platonic pattern.
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Certainly, [he writes,] in terms of a much later definition of philosophy [the one
James laid down] which would see it as independent of faith and divine
revelation, there is no Patristic philosophy. But for St Augustine, true philosophy
(nostra philosophia) involves a continual interrelation of fides and intellectus in
the ‘hermeneutic circle’: credo ut intellegam, intellego ut credam. The
understanding finds, that faith may yet continually seek: et inveniendum
quaeritur et quaerendum invenitur. For St Augustine, the religious form and the
philosophical form are not alternative, but complementary and always
interdependent.21
Robert adds that this complementarity of religion and philosophy was true also for
the pagans. Neither the Christian Patristic, nor the mediaeval philosophic
theologians, “nor, indeed, their pagan Neoplatonist contemporaries could think of
a philosophy independent of divine revelation.”22 Thus,
Platonism, from Plato, and throughout its history, is never a “natural”
philosophy, as distinguished from theology. It is always inevitably and
emphatically theological, as it ascends the line from belief to understanding, as
it interprets allegorically the oracles and dreams and visions of divinely
possessed prophets, poets and philosophers: ever seeking understanding in the
light of eternal reasons, ever aspiring towards a unitive knowledge of the
supreme transcendent Good; ever seeking homoiosis theou—divine likeness.
And Platonism is never without the thought of divine revelation, as opening a
door to the understanding. That becomes most obvious, of course, in the later
history of pagan Platonism…23
The pattern is, however, extendable to the Aristotelians, and at least in part
to Aristotle. If what Robert writes about Augustine were to be thus extended (and I
am sure he thought it must), the question of the ground and structure of the self
would need to be taken up. Faith and understanding belong to all complete
reasoning. Robert had Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics, as well as Augustine, in mind
when he wrote:
It is axiomatic that one cannot demonstrate a first principle by reference to
anything prior to it; one can demonstrate it only by showing that it is necessarily
presupposed by everything subsequent to it. St. Augustine’s claim is that the
self-conscious life of the mind presupposed as its centre and ground the
illumination of a principle of absolute self-consciousness, in which memoria,
21
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intellectus and voluntas are perfectly united without confusion. The concept of
that Trinitarian principle, declared foris in the revealed word, is authenticated
intus as the mind on its inward journey discovers itself as image, presupposing
that principle. And the conclusion is indubitable in the sense that a denial of the
Principle would imply a denial of the actuality of the self as self-conscious
imago. Thus, the concept of the Trinity grasped by faith is the starting-point and
guide to an understanding of self-consciousness, while the understanding of self
is, in turn, the continuing and ever more complete demonstration of that
starting-point.24
4.
I propose to explore an extension to Aquinas and Aristotle of the pattern
identified by Robert by way of a radically edited version of my “Participatio divini
luminis, Aquinas’ doctrine of the Agent Intellect: Our Capacity for Contemplation.”25
Its aim was to treat both the sources of Aquinas’ doctrine and the role of the agent,
active, or poetic intellect of Aristotle in abstraction for Aquinas. In this rendition I
shall eliminate most of the consideration of sources.
For Thomas, although all action in the universe is reduced to God as First
Mover,26 in that action the works of nature and of grace are mutually interconnected.
Thomas’ text in the second article of Question 12 of the Summa theologiae is crucial.
Question 12 on how we know God develops the doctrine of created grace on which
human beatific contemplation depends. The second article gives the basis of that
doctrine:
Because this intellectual power of the creature is not the essence of God, it must
be some participated likeness of this essence which is the first intellect. Thus,
this power of the intellectual creature is called a certain intelligible light, as if
derived from the first light, and this is true whether we are speaking about a
natural power or about some perfection added by grace or glory. It follows that
some likeness to God on the part of the power of sight is required for seeing
God, a likeness by which the intellect is capable of seeing God.27
Our power of understanding is a certain participation in first intellect, i.e. in
God’s activity of understanding. It is a light derived from the light by which God sees
24
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himself and all else. Because of the perfect conformity of knower and known in the
divine simplicity, in order for the light of the creature to be turned toward its
creator—i.e. for God to be both object and light—the human intellectual power must
have sufficient likeness to God’s intellect that it is “effective for seeing God.”28 Our
question in this paper is how this likeness is achieved (to the extent that it can be) in
philosophical knowing in this present life.
For Aquinas, the most revealing and determinative account of the universe is
as a hierarchy of cognitive powers crowned by God, where we have the irrational
animals below us and all the ranks of angels above. So far as our thinking has the
simplicity of intellect as opposed to ratio, this is not by proper possession but “by a
certain participation in the simple cognition which is found in the superior
substances.”29 Human knowing is discursive, and we have “no special power by
which simply and absolutely, and without moving from one thing to another, we
might obtain knowledge of the truth.”30 Among intellectual creatures, humans are
the lowest, and thus their natural capacity is for receiving the forms of material
things. 31 The power of knowledge by abstraction from sensible things is unique to
humans. When our weak mind turns to separated substances its “knowledge of them
has the confused universality which is characteristic of imperfect knowing.”32 This
hierarchical schema limits the human, but, nonetheless, it is given a determined
place, character, and power. There is no abolition of the human, neither is there an
absorption into the angelic or divine substances, nor into the intuitive mode of their
knowing. Attention to Thomas’ treatments of the agent intellect, of our power to
abstract, and thus of our power to make the objects of our intellection and our
sciences, shows that these are subversive of Augustine.
Aquinas is explicit that he finds in the Commentary on the De anima by
Themistius the agent intellect of Aristotle being compared to the working of the
inherent activity of light, whereas in contrast (according to Themistius) Plato likened
it to the sun. Aquinas makes Augustine agree with Plato. As he puts it in the
Quaestiones Disputatae de Malo, where he is citing this frequently used passage from
Themistius for the last time:
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Plato, since he held the active intellect to be a separate substance, compares it to
the sun, as Themistius says in his Commentary on the De anima. And so also
Augustine in his Soliloquies compares God to the sun. But according to Aristotle
the active intellect is compared to light participated in a material substance.33
In his De Spiritualibus Creaturis, Aquinas explicitly opposes Augustine, who on this
point “followed Plato as much as the Catholic faith allowed.”34 For Plato and
Augustine, “forms of things separated from sensibles and immobile” (as Plato has
it)35 or “the reasons of things in the divine mind” (Augustine’s formulation), from
which science derives, are known “so far as our mind participates these.”36 To enable
this participation Plato and Augustine posited in humans “a knowing power above
sense, namely, mind or intellect illuminated by a certain superior intelligible sun.”37
For Aquinas himself the image of the illuminating power in knowing is not an
external sun. Rather intellectual illumination comes from the light of the agent
intellect which has become an internal power to make something in our own
minds.38
According to Thomas: “the possible intellect according to its natural way of
working is not in potential except to those forms which have become intelligible
33
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through the agent intellect.” The agent intellect makes the forms exist in the possible
intellect by abstracting them from “phantasms.” The “making” intelligible is essential
to our way of being intellectual. We cannot know the divine and separate intellects
directly, not because they are not intelligible, but because we cannot intuit
intellectual being. We must arrive at knowledge of them, to the limited extent that
we can, according to the mode by which humans can know: i.e. by ascending from
sensible effects and by the work of abstraction.39
When comparing physical sight to intellectual, Thomas has the corporeal
light and the agent intellect correspond. He says that “the intelligible form by which
the possible intellect comes actually to know” corresponds to the visible form
illumined by physical light so as to be seen by the eye. Neither the object seen, nor
the substance understood, cause sight or knowledge immediately.40 Seeing and
intellection require light. In the case of intellection we must supply the light by
which the image is made knowable. Our thinking requires us to make the sensible
thinkable by the work of abstraction which is compared to illuminating. Illumination
by the agent intellect creates an intelligible form in our potential intellect. On this
account, human knowledge of God and other immaterial substances is “naturaliter”
restricted to the power of our minds, knowing “per res sensibiles.”41 “The likeness of
the first cause is not imprinted in our intellect immediately by the cause but by the
effect in which the likeness of the cause shines.”42
As is well known, with Aquinas the work of abstraction by which our world of
knowledge is made has been radically humanized. In opposition to almost the whole
Peripatetic tradition (but not the Neoplatonic commentators), and most directly to
Averroes and his Parisian followers, Aquinas individuates the agent intellect. He
maintains that this “intellectual power, which judges concerning the truth not
through intelligible things existing externally,” but “through the light of the agent
intellect which makes the things which can be understood,” is multiplied according
to the number of individual human souls so to belong to each of them.43 The light “of
which Aristotle speaks is immediately impressed on us by God, and by this we
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discern the true from the false and the good from the evil.”44 The impression or seal
of the light of God’s face (“lumen vultus tui”) is stamped upon humans conferring
this inherent light—according to Thomas’ repeated interpretation of Psalm 4, as
given in the Septuagint.45 This stamp is essential to the human soul and, whether
spoken of as the agent intellect, intellectual light, the habit or “intellectus” of first
principles, or “synderesis”—all somewhat different ways of looking at it—, it cannot
be extinguished in us. Let me quote Aquinas when answering a question about
synderesis:
it is impossible for synderesis to be extinguished, just as it is impossible for a
man to be deprived of the light of the agent intellect through which first
principles in speculative and practical matters are made known to us, for this
light belongs to the nature of the human soul, because, by it, the soul is
intellectual….46
There is no “intuition” of separate substance or of first principles in addition to or
apart from the activity of the soul in knowing sensibles by abstraction. Instead, this
knowledge is implicit in the activity of the light by which abstraction takes place.
Indeed, the activity of the light and the activity of the first principles in us are the
same. Moreover, separate substances can only be objects of our knowledge on the
basis of the knowledge of sensible substances which is proper to humans.
5.
This is what emerges from Houston Smit’s “Aquinas’s Abstractionism.”
Rejecting what he calls the “form-propagation interpretation” of Thomas’ supposed
“conceptual empiricism,” a position he plausibly attributes to Étienne Gilson, Smit
shows “that the forms which the agent intellect impresses on the possible
[intellect]—intelligible forms—do not inhere in the senses at all, and that the agent
intellect must in abstracting intelligible forms produce a content not present in any
sensible cognition.”47 After attending to features of Thomas’ teaching about
intellectual light to which I have pointed above, Smit concludes that “Thomas is
44
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fitting his Aristotelian-inspired empiricism into his larger, in many respects neoPlatonic, metaphysics” and that, on this basis, he is “aiming to reconcile” his
empiricism with Augustine’s innatism and doctrine of illumination.48 I am not
convinced that Aquinas is self-consciously aiming overall for this reconciliation,.
Nonetheless, it is true that a considerable degree of reconciliation with Augustine’s
doctrine of illumination occurs when Thomas’ arguments are interpreted in their
proper Neoplatonic framework
Smit begins with an account of Thomas’ views on the limitations of sensory
cognition, “explaining how it is limited to the external accidents of things,” not
reaching to their natures, “because it represents things only in images.”49 There is a
correspondence between the “metaphysical layers of a material thing—its sensible
secondary accidents, its primary accident of quantity…, and its substance ‘standing
under’ the first two”—on the one hand, and the human cognitive faculties, on the
other. Intellect, underlying the external and the internal senses, cannot reach its
content by a means of a mere sensible givenness: “In order to generate any actually
intelligible species from phantasms, the agent intellect must derive from them a
formal likeness of the substance of things, a form which is not itself apprehended by
either sense or imagination.”50 According to Smit, Aquinas is not denying that the
senses do apprehend the natures of things but rather, “he means to deny only that
the senses cognize the natures.”51 Having distinguished intellectual and sensible
knowledge, and recognizing that intellection adds something, Smit sets out to
discover the source of what intellect adds.
For a statement of what the agent intellect must add we may turn to
Germaine Cromp’s study of Thomas’s doctrine of abstraction. In a section entitled
“Nécessité d’un agent, intellect en acte: immatériel, séparé du singulier,
incorruptible” she sets out the differences between the characteristics of the
phantasm and of the concept. Like the Neoplatonic predecessors of Aquinas, Cromp
puts these in sharp opposition so as to indicate what Aquinas must find through the
agent intellect:
[L]a nécessité d’une espèce intelligible, similitude immatérielle, universelle,
nécessaire s’est…imposée pour expliquer ces mêmes caractères reconnus dans le
concept. D’où vient cette espèce ?…Ne l’oublions pas, le phantasme s’avère une
similitude du réel, mais matérielle, particulière, contingente. Or, jamais le matériel
ne produit l’immatériel pur, jamais le particulier par lui-même n’est source
d’universel, jamais le contingent tel quel n’est responsable du nécessaire.52
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In his search for the source of what intellect supplies, Smit considers the
“Hierarchy of the Spiritual Light and the Nature of the Intellect.” This hierarchy gives
us Thomas’ version of the Neoplatonic ordering of beings as a graduated series of
acts of esse which are also graduated participated modes of intellectual activity.
Thomas distinguishes two created emanations from the Divine Word: “the mode of
being that things have in intellects…‘esse intelligible,’ [and] that whereby they subsist
in their own natures, ‘esse naturale’ (ST 1a.56.2).” The grades of substance, the modes
of intellect, and the characters intellectual objects take are all related:
the brighter a creature’s spiritual light, and thus the more it resembles the
uncreated light, the more the way in which things exist in its understanding
resembles the way these things pre-exist in the Divine Word. It thereby also
determines a created intellect’s place in the hierarchy of created intellects, for
this hierarchy is determined by the degree to which the distinctive way in which
creatures understand things approaches that of God.53
At the top of the hierarchy, the absolutely simple divine being and understanding,
there is a complete unity of form and content. Summa theologiae 1.84.5 is at the heart
of Smit’s argument. There Thomas wrote: “The intellectual light in us is nothing
other than a certain participated likeness of the uncreated light in which the eternal
reasons are contained.”54 Smit explains how, in contrast to physical light, where light,
functioning as a kind of universal, is specifically modified by what receives it: “the
uncreated light, as the sole cause of all the perfections of creatures, contains them
specifically and distinctly ‘in an eminent degree’.”55
Crucially, the uncreated light as universal is not the common as an
abstraction from all particularity, but rather contains particular difference. In
Thomas’ doctrine of abstraction something of what belongs to God’s knowing comes
into the human knowledge of sensible substances. The unity of common and the
specific, of form and content, in the uncreated light is retained to some degree in the
divided modes of knowing which participate in that light. Each kind of knowing
creature is given this light in a different way. God gives different kinds of
participation in his “esse intelligible”: “in providing creatures with spiritual light, God
supplies all intelligere for the order of understanding, just as he provides all natural
esse for the existence of creatures.”56 Because the natures of things are properly
known in the uncreated light, “it follows […] that a created intellect cognises a thing’s
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nature by participating, however faintly and imperfectly, in God’s grasp of the way in
which the thing participates in divine being.”57
I must stress, in a way that Smit does not do, what is implicit in this phrase in
his statement: “God’s grasp of the way in which the thing participates in divine
being.” Because God causes through his essence not only by understanding himself
in that essence but also by understanding how all other things participate that
essence, the difference between his mode of understanding and theirs is contained in
his self-knowledge. Thus, although Smit is correct in saying that for Aquinas created
intellects “are finite, dim, and imperfect participating likenesses in God’s uncreated
light”, and that this likeness enables true knowing, it is equally important to
recognise that God knows, wills, and creates the differences between the modes of
this light. If we are not to reduce abstraction to intuition, we must recognise and
affirm as part of God’s creative purpose the specific differences between human
knowing and the knowing of other spiritual beings. Rightly dividing, i.e. correctly
differentiating, is essential to Thomas’ scholastic method.
As well as forming intellectual realities in us, the agent intellect—as our
participation in the uncreated light, a participation specifically given for the
knowledge of and by means of sensible substances—imparts some intellectual
content, not alongside our knowledge through sensible things but in our knowledge
of sensible things as our proper form of intelligere. Professor Smit treats this
intellectual content in his third section entitled: “Spiritual Light and the Production
of Actually Intelligible Species.”58
Here, it is necessary to refer to the unity within the first principle between the
source of illumination, the object illuminated, and the activity of light—a common
Neoplatonic way of understanding the highest principles.59 Because it participates in
this self-cognition, the activity of the agent intellect is actually intelligible and is able
to render sensible forms intelligible. Smit writes: “[T]he agent intellect can make
sensible forms actually intelligible only in virtue of its containing virtually, as a
participating likeness in the divine light, cognition of the divine being” by means of
the soul’s knowledge of the transcendentals.60 Thomas’ account of the activity of
abstraction is complex and involves a number of stages; our purposes do not require
us to describe them all. What interests us is the way in which our intellectual light
brings something to what we know, and how, conversely, its actualization when it
illumines what is given by sense makes its own content known.
Our cognition of the universal principles of scientia, like the principle of noncontradiction, is innate in us. The concepts which compose the principles must also
be innate. Professor Smit writes: “these concepts, which Thomas terms the first
concepts of the understanding, include that of being, ‘the first concept in our
57
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intellect’ (CPA [= Commentary on the Posterior Analytics] I lec. 5) as well as the
concepts of unity and truth.”61 Smit quotes the following from the De Veritate:
The first principles whose cognition is innate [innatus] in us are certain
likenesses of uncreated truth. When we judge about other things through these
likenesses, we are said to judge things through unchangeable principles or
through uncreated truth…. The light of reason through which such [inborn and
self-evident first] principles are evident to us is implanted in us by God as a kind
of reflected likeness in us of the uncreated truth.62
The transcendentals reflect God’s nature, and the light by which we bring these to
scientia makes them immediately evident because it shares something of the
character of his self-knowledge. The De Veritate likens these universal principles to
seeds. Smit comments: “As his characterizing the first concepts of the understanding
as ‘seeds of scientia’ suggests, Aquinas holds that scientia proper grows out of our
application of these concepts in demonstrative reasoning.”63
Returning to the Commentary on the Posterior Analytics, we find the
conclusion of a demonstration compared to the effect of a cause. The conclusions
exist virtually in the principles just as effects exist virtually in their causes. “Our
intellect immediately cognises the first concepts ‘by the light of the agent intellect’
and ‘through the species abstracted from the sensible things.’…[T]he first concepts of
the understanding pre-exist virtually in the power of the agent intellect.”64 Our
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intellect is able to make itself actually knowing because, in respect to its possession
of these first principles, it is complete by nature. Thomas writes in the De Veritate,
our intellect:
could not reduce itself from potency to act had not its cognition with respect to
some things been complete through nature. Consequently, there are some
things in our intellects which we cognise naturally, namely, the first principles,
even though in us this cognition is not made real unless we receive something
through our senses.65
Aquinas tells us that the primary and most universal concepts (and these
alone) pre-exist in us as what he calls, an “active and completed potency.”66 Smit
judges that they are not caused in us by the sensible species, “rather…the intellect
brings these concepts, and thereby its own natural power, into perfect act only in
abstracting intelligible species from phantasms, an act which realizes these concepts
in these species.”67 Thus, for Thomas, in contrast to the agent intellect, which is the
primary cause of our knowledge, “the phantasms act as instrumental and secondary
agents.”68 In the Summa theologiae, the secondary role of the sensible is further
refined by Aquinas so as to prevent its direct action on the possible intellect: sensible
knowledge is “the material of the cause” of intellectual knowledge in us.69
Smit moves on to consider how the agent intellect produces intelligible forms
“by supplementing our sensible apprehension of the proper accidents of a thing with
our innate cognitions of being and unity.”70 In the De Veritate we find that “the
intelligible species has that which is formal in it from the agent intellect, through
which it is actually intelligible, which is a higher power than the possible intellect,
although that which is material in it is abstracted from phantasms.”71 Smit
comments: “in producing from itself the universal conceptions that are ‘certain
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likenesses of uncreated truths’...the agent intellect gives intelligible species their
form of intelligibility.”72 Smit concludes:
…the intelligible forms that come to inform our intellects…are…forms produced
through our share in the divine spiritual light. This connatural light of our souls
produces these forms…only because all scientia pre-exists in it [i.e. the soul]
virtually and universally, in partial active potency.…[The intellect] requires
phantasms not because they already contain what we represent abstractly in
concepts, but because, in supplying images of material things, phantasms
provide enough information to render distinct the content which pre-exists in
its light in a “general and confused way.” In this way, Aquinas maintains that we
derive our intelligible species from our sense cognition without holding that
these species “come in” from outside us in this cognition.73
Universals are needed from above (so to speak), because otherwise we would only
have abstract universals, universals from which all that is particular has been
eliminated. In order for the highest universals to match what is given from below
(from sense), we must have a connection to the divine fullness.
6.
The same concern moved the Greek Neoplatonists. For Aquinas, when
abstracting the forms of sensible things, we make the greatest and most common
universals emerge in our minds. In consequence the exercise of our characteristic
intellectual activity strengthens in us the power by which we can approximate the
knowledge of separate and divine intellects. Because the light by which these
makings come to be is not only derived from the divine uncreated light, but is also
the agent power of each of our own minds, what we know in it and by it is ourselves.
We both come to know our likeness to God and, at the same time, become more
God-like. Thomas’ unification of the Gnothi seauton and the knowledge of God by
bringing into explicit knowledge what is implicit in the soul’s rational power, even
when it is turned to the sensible, and by mounting from this toward the intelligible,
and to participation in pure intellect, places him in the Neoplatonic tradition
wherein Aristotelian science and Platonic reminiscence are unified.74
It is clear that for Aquinas synderesis, contemplation, and the work of the agent
intellect in abstraction are connected. Moreover, the structure of the connection is a
Neoplatonic unification of Aristotelian and the Platonic traditions. In consequence,
it will be useful to examine an astonishing insertion of a doctrine taken from
Eriugena within Thomas’ most complete treatment of abstraction, his early
commentary in six questions on the De Trinitate of Boethius. The passage occurs in
the third response within the first article of the sixth question asking whether we
72
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ought to proceed according to the modus intellectus in divine science. Thomas
affirms that we must proceed intellectually in theology “insofar as intellectual
consideration is the terminus of the rational,”75 because all the other sciences are
“resolved into divine science.” I quote the passage:
For all consideration by way of rational resolution in all sciences comes to its
conclusion in divine science. For reason, as has been said above, sometimes
proceeds from one real thing to another existing being, as, for example, when a
demonstration is made through external causes or effects: by synthesis
(componendo) when we proceed from causes to effects, by resolution
(resoluendo) when we proceed from effects to causes, because causes are more
simple, unchangeable, and uniformly constant than their effects. Consequently
the ultimate conclusion of analysis (resolutionis) according to this mode of
reasoning is when we arrive at the supreme and most simple causes, which are
the separate substances.76
Essential for connecting this discussion of the movement up the ladder of the
sciences with Smit’s discussion, which moves downward so far as it centers on how
demonstration and abstraction depend upon the knowledge of the transcendentals
innate in the agent intellect, is the following continuation of the passage. It has to do
with movement “according to reason” (secundum rationem) as opposed to movement
“according to reality” (secundum rem):
At other times, however, reason proceeds from one item to another within the
mental order, as for example when it progresses according to the order of
intrinsic causes: by synthesis (componendo) when we advance from the most
universal forms to the more particular, by resolution (resoluendo) when we
move in the converse order because the more universal is the most simple. Then,
because the supreme universals are what are common to all beings, therefore the
conclusion of the resolution (terminus resolutionis) according to this mode of
reasoning is the consideration of being and the properties of being as being.77
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Evidently the consideration of these supreme universals, of the properties of being as
such, and of the first science, which is divine and metaphysical, is “supremely
intellectual” (maxime intellectualis). In this way Aquinas both answers the question
he posed and, by resolution (resoluendo), draws all science to theology as its
principle.
In her study of Thomas’ notions of resolutio, Eileen Sweeney calls this notion
“Resolutio as Reversion,” and sees it as “Neoplatonic,” both in contrast to “Resolutio
as Division,” for which Thomas’ sources are Aristotle and Calcidius, and also in
contrast to geometrical resolution.78 She plausibly proposes that Thomas’ source
here is Jean Scottus Eriugena, who certainly uses resolutio in this way and whom
Aquinas might have found as the “Commentator” on the text of Dionysius in the
Parisian corpus dionysicum.79 In fact, in the immediately preceding passage Aquinas
has been discussing the views of Dionysius and he reproduces this treatment of
resolutio in his Commentary on the Divine Names.80 The doctrine reappears in the
Summa theologiae where he makes clear in two separate passages that the
understanding of principles is the beginning and end of reasoning:
Since movement always proceeds from something immovable, and ends in
something at rest, hence it is that human reasoning, according to the path of
inquiry or discovery, proceeds from certain things simply understood, which are
the first principles; and again, according to the path of judgment, returns by
analysis to first principles, in which it examines what it has discovered.81
ideo terminus resolutionis in hac uia ultimus est consideratio entis et eorum que sunt entis in
quantum huiusmodi”.
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For our purposes three points are of particular interest: first, the circularity
of the movement described, second, the unification of the various objective and
subjective aspects, and third, the source of the doctrine. As to the first: in the De
Veritate, as well as in the Super Boetium, Thomas makes the circularity involved in
resolutio explicit. 82 He raises the question as to whether the circularity in the
relations of the sciences is vicious, and concludes it is not because some of the
principles employed in them are not taken from other sciences but are per se nota. 83
Resolution must come to an end with “principles of demonstration which cannot be
demonstrated,” these are “naturally known being manifest to humans by the light of
the agent intellect, something natural to them.”84 As to the unification of aspects:
Louis Geiger in his famous article on abstraction and separation in the Super de
Trinitate referred to the aspect “purement objective” and “l’aspect subjectif.” 85
By taking us back to Eriugena, Eileen Sweeney goes far further. She shows
that the circle which moves down by synthesis (componendo) and back by analysis
(resolutio) is that described: (1) by the divine intellect, (2) by the order of the
emanation of beings, (3) by the logical order, as well as (4) by the sciences, and (5) by
the human mind. This unification of all the considerations comes out, as Sweeney
demonstrates, only in the Neoplatonic emanationist version of Thomistic resolutio.
As a result, this kind of analysis comprehends and surpasses the other uses of
resolutio by Aquinas.86 The beginning and the end of this circle as it is traversed by
the human mind are not apprehended in the same way, although they are in reality
the same. This is true for other circumnavigations, perhaps even for God’s.87 In the
reditus or “perfection seconde”—to use the term of Édouard Weber—what was
implicit in the universals has been explicated.88
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7.

We have reached:
a. a form of the emanations and the return of the logical circle to its principle
with which our seminar has been was concerned,
b. one that is connected with the root of abstracting reason by the human
participation in divine intellectus,
c. the participation is the ground of the natural operation of human scientific
reason,
d. properly the rational explication of what is implicit in intellectus is total,
e. and it is circular because it is total,
f. the truth of the assumed, or power of what is given, is established by the
circular completion of the total explication,
g. by this we come back to the principle, to contemplating it, and to the
knowledge of ourselves in it.
Thus it seems to me that we have come to a Thomistic and Aristotelian version
something like that blending of Aristotle and Augustine by which Robert said: “It is
axiomatic that one cannot demonstrate a first principle by reference to anything
prior to it; one can demonstrate it only by showing that it is necessarily presupposed
by everything subsequent to it. St. Augustine’s claim is that the self-conscious life of
the mind presupposed as its centre and ground the illumination of a principle of
absolute self-consciousness, in which memoria, intellectus and voluntas are perfectly
united without confusion. The concept of that Trinitarian principle, declared foris in
the revealed word, is authenticated intus as the mind on its inward journey discovers
itself as image, presupposing that principle. And the conclusion is indubitable in the
sense that a denial of the Principle would imply a denial of the actuality of the self as
self-conscious imago. Thus, the concept of the Trinity grasped by faith is the
starting-point and guide to an understanding of self-consciousness, while the
understanding of self is, in turn, the continuing and ever more complete
demonstration of that starting-point.” This has been my aim. It remains to leave with
you a few statements which may help a little more in understanding the reason and
character for grounding rational abstraction in participation of the Divine u .
Claude Lafleur, examining a work from the years between 1231 and 1235
attributed to one Jean le Page, a Master of Arts at Paris,89 finds “… les traits de la libre
reprise artienne d’un farabisme, teinté d’avicennisme”: “1. l’idéal de la ‘réalisation de
l’univers métaphysique en l’âme’ par la philosophie, la science étant considérée
comme l’indispensable intermédiaire entre le connaissant et le connaissable.”90
Science belongs to the soul, its structure, and its self-knowledge. There is in this
89
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construction of the sciences the same unification, at least in principle, of the
subjective and of various objective elements which Sweeney discovered in Thomas’
Neoplatonic employment of resolutio. The last item in Lafleur’s list of traits is: “5. la
référence aux et la citation des Seconds analytiques II, 19 pour expliquer l’induction
abstractive de l’universel intelligé au terme de la séquence: sens, mémoire et
expérience.”91 This fifth item is a kind of shorthand by which Lafleur indicates the
anti-empiricist interpretation of Aristotle’s doctrine of abstraction which de Libera
traces back to Syrianus, an interpretation which makes room for intuition and
illumination. This is where Smit’s Thomistic reconciliation of Aristotle and
Augustine enters, the place where Aristotelian abstraction and Platonic reminiscence
come together. As de Libera puts it:
Ignoré comme tel, le modèle concordataire de Syrianus ne cessera pas pour autant
de se re-présenter sous des formes variées, dans toutes les doctrines latines
tentant d’articuler l’abstraction aristotélicienne avec la théorie augustienne des
Idées divines et de la vision en Dieu.92
Ultimately we witness during the transition from the Greek Neoplatonists and
Peripatetics to the Arabic Peripatetics an exchange, occurring over hundreds of
years, between Aristotelianisms, Platonisms, and religious forms, so that a spiritual
ladder is constructed. On this ladder the soul ascends through the work of
abstraction to the contemplation of separate substances as her bliss and she
simultaneously intuits what is implicit in her own intellectual light. These transitions
and exchanges as they are explained by de Libera in La querelle des universaux
encompass the movement:
où Syrianus prétend concilier l’abstraction aristotélicienne et la réminiscence
platonicienne, l’universel comme concept logique et l’universel comme Forme
séparée, à la reprise péripatéticienne arabe où, par l’adoption d’une
métaphysique émanatiste, est décisivement frappé le problème qui, à partir du
e
XIII siècle, sera au coeur de toute la querelle des universaux: la distinction entre
connaissance empirique et connaissance a priori.93
I cannot detail the history here, but the result is that, when Aquinas asserts
the light “of which Aristotle speaks is immediately impressed on us by God”94, his
statement should be altered to “the light of which Averroes speaks is immediately
impressed on us by God.” The last step before arriving at Aquinas comes with
Averroes.
De Libera refers us to “The Commentator” on De Anima III, Commentary 36:
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[Averroès] décrit le rôle de l’intellect agent dans…l’habilitation de l’intellect
possible au raissonnement démonstratif…habilitation qui suppose que
l’intellect possible soit doté de principes de connaissance susceptibles d’être
formulés et de servir le point de départ reconnu à l’enchaînement
propositionnel aboutissant aux conclusions qui constituent la science. Dans
la perspective d’Averroès, les «premiers principes» sont les «instruments»
dont se sert l’intellect agent pour faire passer l’intellect possible à l’état de
puissance de connaître discursivement. Cet état est décrit comme habitus
primorum principiorum «possession des principes premiers du savoir.»95
Aquinas follows Averroes on this in several places, one of which is the Disputed
Questions On the Soul:
There are some who hold that the agent intellect is nothing more than our
habit of indemonstrable principles. But this cannot be true because we
know even these indemonstrable principles by abstracting from singulars,
as the Philosopher teaches near the end of the Posterior Analytics. Hence it
is necessary that the agent intellect exist prior to the habit of principles as
its cause. For these principles may be compared to the agent intellect as
certain instruments of it, because by means of these principles the agent
intellect makes other things to be actually intelligible.96
Thomas largely understands Aristotle’s teaching on the agent intellect not
against but through Averroes as the transmitter of the synthesis of Neoplatonic and
Peripatetic philosophy made in late Antiquity and consolidated by the Arabs.
Aquinas has harvested the fruit of the development from Syrianus to Averroes traced
by de Libera and made it immanent in the human soul.
8.
How does the soul know that by which it knows? With this question we shall
conclude. To answer it we must turn to Proclus and to an article by Carlos Steel:
“Breathing Thought: Proclus on the Innate Knowledge of the Soul.” A sketch of its
argument will indicate that the major elements of Thomas’ construction of the
empirical and the innate in our knowing are already at play in Proclus.
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Proclus teaches in the Elements of Theology: “Every soul possesses all the
forms which the intellect possesses primitively.”97 Although Aquinas does not cite
this Proposition in his Super Librum de Causis, he does quote the next which he
recognises as the source of Proposition 14 of the Liber de causis: “Sensible things are
in every soul because it is their example, and intelligible things are in it because it
knows them.”98 After citing the authority of Dionysius to confirm that effects image
their causes, he comments: “it is evident that sensible things pre-exist in the soul as
in a cause, which is in a certain sense the exemplar of its effects.”99
What Steel takes from the Elements of Proclus, his commentaries on the
Alcibiades, on the Parmenides, and on Euclid arrives at results, which, despite real
differences, are remarkably like those of Aquinas, and are often reached by similar
reasonings. In considering how, for Proclus, these innate reasons of which Aquinas
wrote might be in the soul, Steel brings us to an argument like that which caused
Aquinas to refuse identifying the agent intellect as the habitus primorum
principiorum:
[I]t is not possible to possess logoi as a sort of lifeless and thoughtless material
which awaits an explicit cognitive act to become intelligible. By definition, logoi
cannot be what they are (i.e. “reasons”), without involving some kind of cognitive
(“rational”) activity…. Indeed, all forms without matter,…are necessarily totally
intelligible and therefore must always be the objects of an intelligizing activity.100
For Proclus, human souls have become detached from the intellect where they
originate:
Here we have a separation between what the soul is in its essence and what it
realizes in its activity.…When actually thinking, the soul “projects” before itself the
ideal reasons, which actually belong to its essence, but are considered now in an
explicit articulated act as objects distinct from its being…. [I]n our particular souls,
because of the shock of birth, the access to the innate reasons has been
temporarily blocked: they have fallen into ignorance and potentiality and must be
stimulated from outside, awakened by sense-perception, before they can again
“project” their innate reasons.101
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Aquinas will be less willing to speak of a descent of the soul; nonetheless, he does
hold that the agent intellect is a participated form of the divine self-knowing, and
has the unity of light, of the illuminated, and of illumining upon which knowing
depends. Reasoning presupposes an already kindled intellectual fire. For Thomas, we
know the first principles in virtue of an “active and completed potency.”102
Steel brings us to the doctrine of the three states of the universal when he
treats the connection between the reasons innate in the soul and the universals
derived from sense perception. The first are awakened in us by the activity which
produces the second, and only by the two together can we arrive at true universals,
i.e. universals which are not barren abstractions from which every particularity has
been removed, but rather universals which contain the particulars which emerge
from them. Smit showed us that, for similar reasons, Aquinas judged the agent
intellect must bring a content to knowing. In explicating Proclus, Steel writes that
his most fundamental argument against a purely empiricist Aristotelianism:
is that if there are no a priori reasons in our mind the formation of universals by
reasoning from sense-perception is not even possible. For how can one explain
that only humans are capable of this abstraction-process ?…[Human souls] are
called “rational” (logikoi), which does not mean only that they can dispose of a
formal faculty of reasoning, but that they have an a priori content of thought. The
souls are logikoi because they are in their being the pleroma of logoi. Without
these a priori reasons in the soul, no sensible information could ever be
transformed into true universal knowledge.103
Steel moves on from Proclus to the De Anima commentary of pseudo-Simplicius,
identified by him with Priscianus. He finds, in language which we shall recognise as
close to that of Aquinas, the interplay between what is innate in the soul and what it
discovers by abstraction: “The agent intellect corresponds to that reasoning activity
which is permanently present in the essence…of the soul. This is as it were the
“breathing thought” of the soul, a rational activity in virtue of its being….”104
Other scholars are investigating the same aspect of Proclean thought. Gregory
MacIsaac attends to the relation between noesis and dianoia. In two recent articles,
he makes clear three points in respect to Proclus which Aquinas never tires of
making: (1) dianoia depends upon noesis and lives on it, but (2) it thinks according to
its own proper mode, and (3) in consequence, self-knowledge is not immediately
attainable for soul:
[T]he soul is not immediately conscious of its own essential logoi, and possesses
them as if breathing, or like a heartbeat. In order to make this hidden content of
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its own ousia explicit to itself, the soul must draw them forth through what
Proclus calls projection (probolê).105
To indicate how these Proclean doctrines reach Aquinas, I point to work of
Kevin Corrigan. He has recently re-examined Thomas’ doctrine that the soul does
not know its own essence directly— a doctrine usually associated with his following
of Aristotle—in order to connect it with the Iamblichan-Proclean understanding of
how the soul comes to self-knowledge. Corrigan takes us to Propositions 15 and 83 of
the Elements of Theology: “All which is capable of turning toward itself is
incorporeal” and “All which is capable of self-knowledge is capable of every form of
self-reversion.” Thus, for Proclus: “The immediate self-reflection of incorporeal
beings is the essence of self-knowledge. On the other side, this does not exclude
some inferior forms of self-knowledge, even by means of perception and reasoning,
but they are not the essence of self-knowledge.” In relation to Proclus, Corrigan puts
Thomas’ doctrine this way: “Whence arises the position of Aquinas for whom the
incarnate soul does not know itself by its own essence but only by its acts (ST 1.87.2),
since the intellectual soul is turned toward the forms and the phantasms derived
from sensible perception.”106
A line can be traced from Plotinus through Porphyry, Proclus and the Liber de
causis which delivers to Aquinas this distinction between what has immediate selfknowledge and what knows itself only by means of its acts.107 Proposition 15 of the
Liber de causis states: “Every knower knows its essence. Therefore, it reverts to its
essence with a complete reversion.”108 Thomas attributes self-knowledge to
incorporeal beings in virtue of a reditio completa. By arguments drawn from the Liber
and from the Pseudo-Dionysius, Aquinas shows in the Summa theologiae that God
must have self-knowledge. However, self-reversion and self-knowledge belong by
essence only to what is simple, separate, and incorporeal. What is composite must be
brought into act by the exterior in order to know itself. In consequence, Aquinas
denies to humans both simple being and immediate self-knowledge. Science in
divided human souls is the union of divine self-knowledge—which we participate
105
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through the stamp of the agent intellect—with knowledge derived from sense which
the abstracting work of the intellect enables.
April 3, 2013
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